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English 3D® is a powerful English language development program designed  
to accelerate proficiency in the academic language, speaking and listening, 
and writing skills vital to success in school and in life. 

Designed by nationally recognized ELD author, researcher, and teacher educator  
Dr. Kate Kinsella, the program effectively accelerates the academic language of  
students in Grades 4–12 who are developing English proficiency. The evidence- 
based instructional routines and relevant text sets create a dynamic platform  
for daily speaking, reading, listening, and writing, enabling students to become  
confident and competent participants in content-area classes, college, and beyond.

Engaging and Rigorous Content
English 3D maintains high expectations with relevant texts that reach grade  
level and beyond. Teaching supports ensure students have the scaffolding they 
need to tackle complex texts with confidence.

Purposeful Language Development
Language functions are woven throughout English 3D lessons. Students actively  
engage in using increasingly sophisticated language for different purposes, such 
as restating, elaborating, and agreeing and disagreeing.

Daily Interaction
Students “flex their language muscles” during peer and group interactions every day. 
Teachers thoughtfully structure collaboration to maximize time on task, ensure  
accurate responses, and require attentive listening.

Accelerate Academic Language  
Development for Multilingual Learners

For Grades 4–12   
ESSA Evidence: Moderate

Funding Sources Include  
Title I, Title III, and ESSER 
Stimulus Funds

NEW Support for 
Newcomers

Included with English 3D, 
Language Launch Volume 1 
supports newcomer students  
in leveraging their language  
and cultural assets to build  
social and content language  
for success. Also part of the 
program, Language Launch 
Volume 2 provides an “on-ramp” 
to English 3D for students at late 
beginning levels of proficiency. 

Teachers have access to Ed, 
the HMH Learning Platform,  
to plan and teach lessons, 
analyze student data,  
and access teaching and  
professional learning resources.

Projectable and printable 
resources include assessments 
and rubrics, extended readings, 
grammar practice, foundational 
skills lessons, remote teaching  
resources, and family letters.

Professional support  
includes over 150  
classroom videos of  
Dr. Kinsella and English 3D 
teachers modeling key  
instructional routines.


